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It is my intention through this thesis to investigate the structural condition of collage as a cultur-

ally relevant approach to understanding architectural meaning and designing architectural form within

the context of the urban environment.  Meaning in architecture, as it emerges both implicitly and explic-

itly within the framework of this condition, will be analyzed as it relates to contemporary cultural and

historical conditions.

In terms of process and product, collage is construed with meaning through juxtaposition and

context.  A collage does not convey an essential meaning, as its meaning arises through  the deliberate

techne - the act of its making, and not through reflection on any pre-existing qualities, as there are none.

The whole of a collage does not merely encompass an accumulation of elements, but embraces a greater

totality through a fragmentary synthesis.  While synthesis denotes a constructive process, it also signi-

fies a dialectic relation.  The dialectic relation embodied in collage can be understood in terms of inclusivity

and exclusivity of meaning.

This thesis investigation originates from the premise that the architectural act can never be fully

understood in terms of its architecture alone.  To ignore the greater social, cultural, and historical frame-

work that sustains both the maker and the made is to deny architecture its full depth of meaning, whether

that meaning is ideological, transparent, or bound within a chain of signifiers.  This is not to imply that

the social deterministically constitutes architecture, as both undoubtedly reciprocate influence upon one

another; the maker and the made leave their indelible impression upon the sphere of relations which

surrounds them.  However, it is ultimately within this sphere - this larger social context - that an archi-

tectural form embodies meaning.

A B S T R A C T
S O M E W H A T
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-Peter Eisenman, from lecture given at Virginia
Tech, College of Architecture and Urban
Studies, 1990

Can you really tell me what the truth is, my friend?



P A R T   I:A    L  A  C  K    O  F    E  S  S  E  N  C  EA    L  A  C  K    O  F    E  S  S  E  N  C  EA    L  A  C  K    O  F    E  S  S  E  N  C  EA    L  A  C  K    O  F    E  S  S  E  N  C  EA    L  A  C  K    O  F    E  S  S  E  N  C  E
“C O N S T R U C T I O N S    O F   T H E   M I N D...”

In Paul Valéry’s “Eupalinos, or the Architect,” the two protagonists, Socrates and Phaedrus,

search together  through discussion for the essence defining the relation between the maker and the

made.  Engaged in conversation with Phaedrus about the distinct quality of architecture and music,

Socrates states:

The arts of which we speak should, by means of numbers and relations of numbers,
engender in us not a fable, but that hidden power which makes all fables... Music and
Architecture make us think of something quite other than themselves; they are in the
midst of this world like the monument of another world; or if you will disseminated
here and there, of a structure and duration that are not those of beings, but those of
forms and of laws.  They seem dedicated to reminding us directly, one, of the formation
of the universe, the other, of its order and stability; they invoke the constructions of the
mind and its freedom, which is in search of that order and reconstitutes it in a thousand
ways...1

Written in 1923 Valéry’s dialogue reiterates a paradigmatic understanding of architecture, first expounded

upon by Vitruvius two thousand years earlier; the fundamental principles of architecture for Vitruvius

(Book I, Chapter II) - Order, Arrangement, Eurythmy, Symmetry, Propriety, Economy - did not repre-

sent a mere list of independent concerns, but rather implied a more essential condition of architecture, a

condition defined by mathematics and anthropometry.2  Bodily and numerical proportions embodied a

universal set of relations; these relations manifested in architectonic form assumed cosmographic sig-

nificance.

Perhaps the most recognizable image revealing the cosmological significance of mathematics

and anthropometry can be found in Leonardo Da Vinci’s “Vitruvian Man.”  Inscribed within the perfect

geometries of circle and square is a human figure; the figure defines the center of these geometries both

literally and metaphorically.  Indeed, he is the origin from which they take form, implying that man -

whether in the image of God, the ideal, or himself - inhabits the center of his world and

universe.  The cycle of life revolves around him; the structures he creates arise from an order inherent to

him.  He is Hadrian ruling over the Roman world from the sphere of the Pantheon; he is Alberti

9 10
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N O W H E R E   T O   B E   F O U N D...”

“T R U T H   I S...

The Vasta-Purusha mandala from the Vastavidya, a sacred Hindu text on architecture, first ap-

peared in India around 1,000 BC.4   Like “Vitruvian Man,” this image utilizes the relationship between

the body and geometry to signify a greater cosmological order.  Here all similarity ends; the Vasta-

Purusha does not allude to any anthropocentric understanding.  The inscription of the figure within the

square suggests a positioning of the body which is deliberate, unnatural; the man is folded in upon

himself, his body assuming a meditative position.  The significance of the square as symbolic of the

man-made relates to his body in such a way as to imply the order which he creates arises though consid-

ered effort; nothing present indicates the relationship of the man-made as parallel to the greater

universal whole.  While “Vitruvian Man” dominates the geometric field in which

And so the essence of architecture, as understood from the time of Vitruvius through the nine-

teenth century, was ultimately a revelation of this greater “truth”.  With the advent of the Renaissance,

this anthropocentric cosmology was liberated from its theological origins and implications; Brunelleschi’s

contribution to the development of the one-point perspective allowed man’s centrality to be realized not

only conceptually, but perceptually as well.  The proportioning rules were no longer applicable only to

plan, section, and elevation, with their implications arising through analogy; three-dimensional space

could be calculated, proportioned, and resolved by the architect on a single planimetric surface.3  The

individual now occupied not only the metaphorical center but the experiential center as well.  The

flowering of humanism - the facility of reason solving the mysteries of the divine, the beliefs of antiq-

uity being reformulated to encompass an emerging world view founded upon the conceptual autonomy

of the individual - could any mere ideology engender such a profound and inevitable truth?  Indeed, man

was the measure of all things, and architecture the ultimate expression of this fact.

calculating the heavenly proportions embodied in the facade of S. Andrea; he is Palladio marking the

center of a perfected square plan with a circular void.  “Vitruvian Man” remains appreciated today not

only as an icon of Renaissance humanism, but as the symbol of a cosmology that was decidedly anthro-

pocentric; mankind, whether understood in the image of a heavenly father or as the inevitable conclusion

of a reasoning mind, was the central fact of a truth which gave order to the universe.



Like a sophist weaving words to blanket his arguments in a ready-made truth, so too is the

appropriation of the essential always dependent upon existing conditions.  An historical analysis of the

idea of the essence of architecture indicates that whatever supposedly embodies that immutable

he is inscribed - his body upright, commanding, his arms outstretched, assertive - the man in the Vasta-

Purusha instead conforms to the geometry.  There is no aspect of permanence; in Hindu theology, the

human experience is fleeting and transitory; the mandala implies a cosmology of transcendence, of

Brahma, not an assumption of centrality.

If the essential condition of architecture is defined by mathematics and anthropometry, what are

we to make of an architecture whose essence arises from a different source?  Does the sum of three

thousand years of non-Western architecture represent an unfortunate anomaly?  It is easy enough to

project Eurocentric values - seek and ye shall find - and assume a relevancy that really isn’t.  The word

essence etymologically arises from the Latin essentia, whose meaning translates as to be, or the quality

of being.  To understand the essence, one must be aware of what is intrinsic what is immutable at the

core, what  remains  the  same  despite an outwardly  changing  appearance.   While  the  definition of

essence  presupposes   an  implied authenticity transcending any outward expression, the actual concep-

tion of an essence is very much culturally and historically conditional.

core is in fact always changing.  In Essai sur l’architecture, 1753, Marc-Antoine Laugier defined the

paradigmatic concerns of architecture with an analogy to the primitive hut, a classical composition of

columns and pedimented roof.  Unlike the classical Greek temple which the form of this hut imitates,

Laugier’s hut integrates the natural order and man-made structure into an harmonious whole: the col-

umns and roof are living trees.  The Greek temple actually embraced a condition of productive dishar-

mony: the outer frame embodied a man-made order, proportioned according to anthropometric prin-

ciples, standing triumphantly in contrast to the natural world; the cella, telluric, cave-like, and chthonic

in its form, was removed from the very earth it represents.5  As far as an essential understanding is

concerned, Laugier’s theory  perpetuated the cosmographical framework apparent in both the Vitruvian

text and Renaissance theory, cosmetically altering it to address a culture swept up in the advancement of

the Enlightenment.  Like Vitruvius, Laugier proposed that the origins of architecture arise from the need

for shelter; however, Vitruvius elucidated upon architectural origins for the purpose of outlining a chro-

nological development, while Laugier appropriated the conceptual significance of shelter to further

integrate an anthropocentric bias with an emerging understanding of the natural order.

The Enlightenment world view differed from that of the Renaissance in that man’s relationship

to a cosmological order became increasingly discursive.  At this point in history the iconogra
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phy of the “Vitruvian Man” analogy still retained its relevancy, except in that man was now metonymically

displaced from the center.  More central than actual man was the abstracted idea of man; man-as-con-

cept was inextricably bound to the governing principles of natural laws, laws which integrate all seem-

ingly distinct spheres of existence under the same ordering principles.  At the height of the Enlighten-

ment during the Nineteenth century, theorists liberated the study of architecture from the Vitruvian

paradigm; the mathematical and anthropometric foundation was gradually relegated to the status of

inevitable methodology, while historicist, phenomenological, and organic paradigms assumed increas-

ing relevancy.6

In his lectures on Aesthetics, or the Philosophy of Fine Art, from 1823-7, G.W.F. Hegel intro-

duced an historicist paradigm, teleological in its implications.  Within Hegelian thought, an immutable

ideal, the Absolute, not the agency of man, determines the progress of history; man is not the ordering

principle of the universe, as in Renaissance theory, but rather  an aspect of the ideal spirit of the Absolute

progressing towards consciousness of its own ideality.  The essence of architecture, according to Hegel,

must be symbolic, as:

Structures are essentially self-subsistent, carrying their meanings in themselves like
works of sculpture...What distinguishes such self-subsistent structures from sculpture
is the fact that they do not have a meaning that is inherently spiritual and subjective;
what significance they have is rather impressed upon their shapes only externally, in a
symbolic fashion.7

Unlike Laugier, who proposed that the origins of architecture related to the function of shelter, Hegel

argued that sheltering structures were already means serving ends outside themselves.  “The true begin-

ning of architecture must be something simpler, in which the difference between the purpose of building

and the structure actually built is absent.”8  Hegelian theory does not acknowledge an anthropometric

essence of architecture, as the pre-existing conceptual presence of anthropometry would deny architec-

ture-as-concept its self-subsistent, or independent, value.

Perhaps one of the most significant reactions against the Laugierian model of the Vitruvian

paradigm can be found in Gottfried Semper’s The Four Elements of Architecture, published in 1851.9

While not explicitly phenomenological in his approach, Semper nevertheless attempted to postulate the

essential character of architecture through a systematic investigation of those characteristics as they

revealed themselves experientially, and not only empirically; it was through experience that one could

inductively define those qualities which actually transcended experience.  Like Laugier, Semper devel-

oped the analogy of the primitive hut - or more precisely, the primitive dwelling - but

frontspiece to Essai sur l’architecture
Akragas, the Temple of Concord, 5th century, bc



in  no way was his analogy mimetically bound to a historical precedent.  Semper’s hut was comprised of

four basic elements: earthwork, hearth, framework/roof, and enclosing membrane.10  These elements

were not presented as compositional requirements, but as the essential qualities embodied within all

architecture, transcending time and culture.

The symbolic essence of architecture, for Hegel, was both permanently fundamental and his-

torically incremental.  While retaining its symbolic essence, the historical and conceptual production of

architecture developed through two additional stages, the classical and the romantic.11  Thus the sym-

bolic was independent of, yet inextricably bound to, the flow of time; the essence of architecture could

only be grasped within a dialectical framework.  In his search for a “timeless origin,”12 Semper at-

tempted to invoke the eternal as essential, existing beyond the relations of time.  While unnecessarily

esoteric in its implications, Semper’s theory did take into account more practical concerns; the four

essential elements manifested themselves into two distinct, yet compatible, constructive processes.  As

Frampton pointed out in Studies in Tectonic Culture:

Semper’s understanding of the tectonic is especially significant, as he clearly implied the process of

wood frame construction.  Although Frampton, some 140 years later, would deify the meaning of  the

tectonic and proclaim it the essence of architecture in its own right, Semper’s appropriation of the word

was concise and relevant in the context of the word’s etymological development.

While European phenomenologists subsequently progressed in their pursuit of the essential

towards the mysticism evident in the works of Martin Heidigger, the seeds of Kantian phenomenology

sown in America at the beginning of the Nineteenth century provided the impetus for the development

of Organic Theory.  Although the ideas which Organic Theory embraced were global in their relevance,

their development specifically resided within the context of American history.  To understand its most

fundamental concerns, Organicism must be approached within the context of transcendentalism and

pragmatism.

The edifices in whose construction the principles of architecture may be developed
may be classed as organic, formed to meet the wants of their occupants.14

If there be any principle of structure more plainly inculcated in the works of the

Semper would classify the building crafts into two fundamental procedures: the tecton-
ics of the frame, in which lightweight, linear components are assembled so as to en-
compass a spatial matrix, and the stereotomics of the earthwork, wherein mass and
volume are conjointly formed through the repetitious piling up of heavyweight ele-
ments.13
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Creator than  all others, it is the principle of unflinching adaptation of forms to func-
tions.15

First published in his essay American Architecture in 1843, the above passages by Horatio Greenough represent

the first significant theoretical work on architecture to appear from an American source.  Greenough was well

aquainted with Emerson, Thoreau, and others who formed the nucleus of the Transcendental movement at Harvard

in the 1830’s.  Influenced by Kant, Coleridge, and Protestant theology, transcendentalism evolved an organic-

functionalist conception of nature relevant not only to philosophy and literature, but architecture as well.16

Central to this conception was the idea of function as the generative principle, which, in turn, revolved around a

paradigmatic understanding of truth.  When Greenough invoked “the principle of unflinching adaptation of

forms to functions,” function was not merely to be understood as providing for a purpose, but more importantly

as an expression of the unity of purpose.  The purpose of all functions in Nature involves expression of that

greater function, the revelation of  God.  The idea of God-as-principle can be most adequately understood as

panentheistic: nature, man, all aspects of life similarly express this inevitable principle.  Unlike Semper and the

succeeding European phenomenologists who assume this principle as an essence or be eternal, an a priori given,

transcendental thought posits this principle as an active life-force, never complete and continually evolving as it

is revealed unto itself.  Thus this principle is both timeless and timeful; as Emerson stated in his lecture, The

American Scholar, “There is never a beginning, there is never an end, to the inexplicable continuity of this web

of God, but always circular power returning into itself.” 17

Although Louis Sullivan never acknowledged Greenough, his influence - through the writings of Emerson

and the acquaintance of Frank Furness, Emerson’s friend - is undeniably present in Sullivan’s development of

Organic Theory.  Sullivan’s famous dictum, “Form ever follows Function,” although raped of its complexity by

succeeding generations of architects, was imbued with the same implications surrounding the idea of function as

is found in Transcendentalist thought.  In Autobiography of an Idea, 1924, Sullivan further defined function as

the “application to man’s thoughts and deeds; to his inherent powers and the results of the applications of these

powers...” 18  Just as function was an expression of a more profound principle, so too were the actions and efforts

of the architect-as-individual; he manifested the expression of this principle, and in so doing, made truth.  For

Sullivan, like the Transcendentalists before him, truth was not beyond the realm of experience, but rather a

condition that was manifested through action; an individual had no assurance of the a priori validity of truth - he

generated truth by the way he lived his life.

If you are true, but not in the same truth with me, cleave to your companions; I will seek
my own.  I   do  this  not  selfishly,  but  humbly  and  truly.  It  is   alike  in   your   inter-



Purely objective truth ,truth in whose establishment the function of giving human  sat-
isfaction in marrying previous parts of experience with newer parts playing no role
whatever, is nowhere to be found.  The reasons why we call things true is the reason
why they are true, for “to be true” means only to perform this marriage-function.20

“M E N   A R E   T H E   P R O D U C E R S...”

Within the inter-connected web of signifiers ordering our understanding, the concepts of truth

and essence are inextricably bound, woven together with the intricacy of a Gordian knot.  While essence

refers specifically to something in terms of its constitution, the truth of that something constitutes the

very means by which the essence is expressed.  Is not the essence of a thing a manifestation of its truth?

Both terms conventionally denote an a priori condition, but the explicit application of these terms to

objects and relations of existence is determined by their emergence within an historical context.  Each

period in history construes what is essential unto itself, while presuming that essence to be valid beyond

its specific historical conditions.  “The truth of an idea,” wrote William James, “is not a stagnant prop-

erty inherent in it. Truth happens to an  idea.  It becomes true, is made true by events...” 21  Thus the

essence of architecture which Vitruvius invoked remains as only a shadow of its former truth in the

understanding of essence which Sullivan imparts.

While James did  not posit his theory as an historicist model, the parallels cannot be denied,

especially in consideration of the idea of making truth, the idea of the consciousness of a truth which

As in Organic Theory, the concerns of Transcendentalist thought evolved into a school of thought known

as Pragmatism.  The pragmatic conception of truth is central to understanding the intent of this thesis,

but that intent will be investigated later in the essay.  Developing Emerson’s idea of truth as expression

through action, William James, in 1907, promoted an understanding of truth not as relativistic, but as

specifically conditional:

est, and mine, and all men’s, however long we have dwelt in lies, to live in truth.19
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Conceiving, thinking, the mental intercourse of men appear... as the direct efflux of
their material behavior.  The same applies to the mental production as expressed in the
language of politics, laws, morality, religion, metaphysics of a people.  Men are the
producers of their conceptions, ideas, etc. - real, active men as they are conditioned by
a definite development... Consciousness can never be anything else than conscious ex-
istence, and the existence of men is their actual life process.22

Neither James nor Marx were promoting a relativistic view of truth; the distinction between

relativistic and conditional must be reiterated.  The engendering of an idea of essence onto a thing within

a framework of production - either historical or utilitarian - does not explicitly deny the conditional

status of that essence, although its very incorporation being understood as “essence” does indeed ob-

scure that fact.  But the eternalization of essence by Semper and subsequent thinkers goes beyond

obscurification, it reflects more an immense desire or fear best left for psychologists to explain.  Cer-

tainly, similarities become obvious when considering the many ideas of the essential as they have ap-

peared throughout history.  But to attribute these similarities to “timeless origins” ignores the greater

fact that these similarities persist throughout history due to their timeful, active engagement with the

life-world.  They are not beyond or removed from time, but enmeshed within its flow - continually and

consciously present.

All of the varied concepts of essence in architecture, as they have arisen historically, are still

valid means of understanding architecture today.  Their validity continues as a matter of: one, their

conscious perpetuation, and two, the  specific nature of the contemporary historical framework into

which they are posited.  A dominant paradigm defining architecture at the end of the Twentieth century

is non-existent; as their always seems to be a deliberate effort to enclose emerging conditions within

some framework of understanding, perhaps our current situation can be best described as pluralist.

P A R T   II:C O N S T R U I N G       M E A N I N G

is always becoming:



The history of the Twentieth century presents us with just as a conditional enframing as devel-

oped in the Nineteenth century.  While Modernism asserted itself as breaking with traditions and dog-

mas of the past, most architects of this era actually perpetuated existing paradigms, redefining them

within a machine-age context.  In retrospect, the majority of Modern architects, regardless of their

intentions, primarily offered only a new formal solution for the emerging historical conditions.23  Al-

though Paul Valéry was biased towards the historical formalism of the Ecole Des Beaux’ Arts, the

paradigmatic formulation of architecture which he presented echoed that understanding inherent in the

theoretical constructions of Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe, and Walter Gropius.  Even though these

architects presented a vision particular to the effects of modernization, an anthropometric bias inhabited

the core of their theories.  In a like-wise manner, Frank Lloyd Wright continued the line of Organicist

thought, just as Christian Norberg-Schulz and, to some extent, Kenneth Frampton have perpetuated

Semper’s phenomenological means of inquiry.  Even the theoretical musings of Robert Venturi point

back to the symbolic essence of architecture as first proposed by Hegel.  Although often unacknowl-

edged in this context, Buckminster Fuller developed a truly industrial paradigm for modern architec-

ture, invoking an undeniably technocratic vision.

Thus ours is not an age of essence, but rather the age of the multi-synthetic - an assemblage of

fragments bound together to convey a relevant meaning.  That meaning is always relative to the theorist

who assumes the duties of defining it.  In a culture of increasing privatization and commodification,

each theorist can present his or her conception as the exclusive version, available

Of course, what makes Modern and contemporary theory distinct is the way in which varied

fundamental concerns were juxtaposed, assimilated, and enframed within the context of a new para-

digm.  Le Corbusier’s Towards a New Architecture is both anthropometric and technocratic in its rheto-

ric; the architecture of Louis Kahn embodies both symbolic and phenomenological concerns.  An as-

similation of Marxist and symbolic ideas are apparent in the writings of Aldo Rossi, just as the writings

of Frampton convey both a Marxist and phenomenological approach.  Perhaps  Venturi’s description of

the “Both-And” phenomena in architectural form is equally applicable in defining the contemporary

development of architectural theory as well:  “If the source of the both-and phenomena is contradiction,

its basis is hierarchy, which yields several levels of meaning among elements with varying values.” 24

Indeed, although Venturi specifically refers to elements in the context of built form, cannot the same be

said for the conceptual elements from which various theories are formed?  It seems that as far as contem-

porary history is concerned, this juxtaposition and assimilation of ideas enframimg the development

within each individual theory is itself the means through which a culturally relevant understanding has

arisen.

17 18



Whether their authors acknowledge it or not, the vast majority of architectural theories devel-

oped this century were engendered through a process of synthesis.  Kenneth Frampton defines the “struc-

tural unit as the irreducible essence of architectural form,” 27  positing this essence as “timeless... ex-

cised from the continuity of time.” 28  In Studies in Tectonic Culture, he subsequently ascribes to the

tectonic the potential of resisting “the maximizing thrust of capitalism, determined now, as ever before,

on the process of global commodification.” 29  While Frampton’s polemic promotes an essential under-

standing, he develops this polemic through a synthetic process, combining the mutually exclusive sys-

tems of Marxism and Phenomenology into a unified whole.  The idea of the eternal, so prominent in

phenomenology (although Kant originally posited phenomena as specifically not eternal, but contingent

upon experience), is understood as a flawed assumption in Marxist thought: “Does it require deep intu-

ition to comprehend that man’s ideas, views, and conceptions, in one word, man’s consciousness, change

It is better to think of an aggregation of small, even contradictory, set pieces (almost like
the projects of different regimes) than to entertain fantasies about total and “faultless”
solutions which the conditions of politics can only abort.  Its implication... presenting
the demands of the ideal and the needs of the ad hoc; and its implication in that some
such installation begins, politically, to be necessary.26

The truths of our age are relative; not that the idea of truth itself is relativistic, but the historical

conditions in which we find ourselves embrace a relativistic view.  As Colin Rowe has pointed out in

Collage City,   it  is more pertinent  to find solutions through aggregation than it  is through essentialization.

In presenting an understanding of contemporary conditions as multi-synthetic, the idea of synthesis

itself must be addressed.  Synthesis denotes a totality emerging from the combination of varied constitu-

ent elements.  It is an act of construction; the meaning of the whole arises from the combination of its

parts.  Essential meaning arises from reflection as a means of revealing what is supposedly pre-existing;

meaning, as understood synthetically, arises from its active creation.  The numerous theories of architec-

ture in circulation today each freely lay claims their own truth;  whether understanding ourselves as

consumers or discriminating intellects, we choose what we prefer and discard the rest.  Our choices

reflect what is relative to our concerns; the surplus theories retain their validity even if we disagree with

their assumptions - their continued existence within a greater social sphere reaffirms their validity rela-

tive to other market segments.

along with all the other exclusive versions from the Prarie Avenue Bookstore or the Princeton Architectural Press

Catalogue for a typically extravagant price.  As opposed to that self-evident essence so verily apparent during the

Renaissance and early Enlightenment, the only defining essence of a post-industrial, global free-market culture, for

better or for worse, is evidenced in “the sway of free competition within the domain of knowledge.” 25



While Venturi attempted to reaffirm the Hegelian notion of architecture as essentially symbolic,

he nevertheless did so in a way that  elegantly expressed the undeniably contradictory nature apparent in

contemporary culture:
I speak of a complex and contradictory architecture based on the richness of modern
experience, including that experience which is inherent in art.  Everywhere, except in
architecture, complexity and contradiction have been acknowledged, from Gödel’s proof
of ultimate inconsistency in mathematics to T.S. Eliot’s analysis of “difficult” poetry
and Joseph Albers’ definition of the paradoxical quality of painting...  I welcome the
problems and exploit the uncertainties.  By embracing contradiction as well as com-
plexity, I am for vitality as well as validity...  I am for messy vitality over obvious unity.
I include the non sequitor and proclaim the duality. I am for richness of meaning over
clarity of meaning; for the implicit as well as the explicit function.  I prefer “both-and”
to “either-or,” black and white, and sometimes gray, to black or white.  A valid architec-
ture evokes many levels of meanings and combinations of focus...31

In his essay “Post-Functionalism,” Peter Eisenman advocates the  development  of “theoretical

alternatives - existing fragments of thought which, when examined, might serve as a framework for the

development of a larger theoretical structure...” 32   While the structure he developed might most aptly

be  understood as somewhat esoteric, he nevertheless offers us a means of theoretical enframement that

is culturally and historically relevant.  One cannot deny the fragmented nature of life as it exists today,

codified socially and linguistically  into bits of piecemeal, satisfying as bottled saltwater.  In our  increas-

ingly privatized state of affairs, it becomes more and more pertinent  for each of us to search through

these fragments and make our own meaningful whole (or at least make an effort to purchase one).

Perhaps William James’  ideas on the nature of truth are worth re-examining in this context.  For James,

objective truth was non-existent; truth emerged as an assimilation of the previously  accepted and the

new  as it  became known.  Truth is made; while not explicitly stated, we can understand this making  as

a  synthetic process.  In “The Tell-the-Tale Detail,” Marco Frascari discusses the nature of  the  relation-

ship between  the   ideas of construing and constructing as a methodology  of understanding  the  tectonic

joint as the “minimal unit of signification,” the definitive criterion by which meaning in architecture  is

conveyed.33  Like Frampton, Frascari posits the primary importance of the tectonic; however, Frascari

differs from Frampton in that his understanding of the tectonic is not one of essence, but one of active

making, both physically and mentally.  Construct  andconstrue   arise from the same Latin word construere,

19 20

with every change in the conditions of his material existence?” 30  This contradiction does not render

Frampton’s theory any less valid when considered in an historical context; his argument emerges in a

culture where contradictions abound, contradictions for which there is no resolution, only thoughtful

assimilation.

Vanna Venturi House; Robert Venturi, architect



“A UNITY OF DISUNITY...”

The purpose of the papier collé was to give the idea that different textures can enter into
a composition to become the reality in the painting that competes with the reality in
nature.  We tried to get rid of “trompe l’oeil” to find a “trompe l’esprit” ... And this
strangeness was what we wanted to make people think about because we were quite
aware that our world was becoming strange and not exactly reassuring.35

P A R T   III:S O M E    A S S E M B L Y    R E Q U I R E D

Picasso, along with Georges Braque, was the first known artist to utilize and promote the tech-

nique of collage as a valid means of artistic expression.  While previously relegated to the status of folk

art, collage emerged within the framework of modernity as both a serious medium and idea; history has

witnessed collage develop as a major fine arts form, appropriated by every significant art movement this

century.36  In the preceding quote, Picasso ominously related the relevancy of collage to the then emerg-

ing cultural conditions; indeed, perhaps no other art form has so significantly infused with modernity as

that of collage.

to build with.  Just as architecture is constructed, so too is its meaning construed.  At no time in history has the
construal of meaning been as relevant, profuse, and paramount as it is now.  Indeed, architecture is the

techne, the art or craft, imbued with the significance of poiesis, the making.  And art, Venturi so clearly

reminds us, “is making substance out of bullshit.” 34

Wexner Center collage, by Peter Eisenman



The concepts of fragmentation, juxtaposition, and synthesis - so pertinent  to the medium of

collage, are just as important in attempting to understand the nature of modernity as well.  As the en-

gines of modernization plowed through the western hemisphere and into the world at large, Renaissance

and Enlightenment assumptions about mankind’s place in the universe were increasingly

questioned,dissected, manipulated, or discarded; the first generation of thinkers subjected to the effects

of modernization sought to understand the myriad spheres of activity within the world in their increas-

ingly complex and contradictory form.  While the pursuit of knowledge in previous world-historical

stages - Classical, Medieval, Renaissance, Enlightenment - instrumentally operated as a means of re-

solving ambiguity and re-presenting that world in a coherent and accessible form, modern theorists

accepted and celebrated ambiguity and contradiction, searching not for resolution, but rather aiming at

meaningful assimilation.  Einstein’s Theory of Relativity and Heisenberg’s Principle of Uncertainty

shattered the Newtonian view of the universe that had prevailed since the Seventeenth century.  The

universe was no longer as accessible and quantifiable as once had been  assumed; as opposed to a

universe manifesting the evidence of an abstract and independent principle, it was now understood to

reflect the situational state of an observer’s interaction with it.  The implications of Einstein and

Heisenberg’s theories would simultaneously be assimilated into various spheres of activity, influencing

the development of cultural production in all of the arts, sciences, and humanities; these theories could

more generally be understood to embrace the paradigmatic concerns of modernity itself: “there was no

longer one true vision of reality but the possibility of the perception of multiple realities.” 37

Certainly, Einstein and Heisenberg were not the originators of modernity; these same

paradigmatic concerns  simlarly emerged and  evolved in the the philosophy of Nietzsche, Wittgenstein,

and Sartré, the psychoanalytic theories of Freud and Jung, the literature of Dostoevsky, Joyce, Eliot, and

Hesse, the complex and dischordant structures of improvisational jazz music - the list goes on and on.

Just like the significant architecture theories of this century, all of these varying theories were engen-

dered through a synthetic process.  Indeed, all were likewise unified within the context of modernity -

despite the many differing ideas, intentions, and beliefs that were expressed - a context which, as

Marshall Berman has described in All that is Solid Melts into Air, can best be understood as “a unity of

disunity.”38   The idea of a “unity of disunity” aptly describes the medium of collage as well.  Consider

Richard Hamilton’s Just What Is It That Makes Today’s Homes So Different, So Appealing?,

a collage from 1955.  Obvious sexual references are juxtaposed against the imagery and icons of capital-

istic consumption; the “Tootsie-Pop” is at once both commodity item and phallic symbol.  The

female is possibly drunk - a lampshade is on her head - or perhaps implicated as a mere
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Bottle of Suze, by Picasso

by Richard Hamilton
Just What Is It That Makes Today’s Homes So Different, So Appealing?



The “bricoleur” is... someone who works with his hands and uses devious means com-
pared to those of the craftsman...The bricoleur is adept at performing a large number of
diverse tasks... His universe of instruments is closed and the rules of his game are
always to make do with“whatever is at hand,” that is to say with a set of tools and
materials which is always finite and is also heterogeneous because what it contains
bears no relation to the current project or indeed to any particular project, but is the
contingent result of all the occasions there have been to renew or enrich the stock or to
maintain it with the remains of previous constructions or destructions.  The set of the
bricoleur’s means... is to be defined only by its potential use.. because the elements are
collected or retained on the principle that “they may always come in handy.”  Such
elements are specialized up to a point, sufficiently for the bricoleur not to need the
equipment and knowledge of all trades and professions, but not enough for each of
them to have only one definite and determinate use.  They represent a set of actual and
possible relations...40

sexual object, a piece of furniture; at the same time her expression and positioning imply a state of

contentment or arousal completely independent from the empty-calorie candy phallus of the male fig-

ure.  All of this imagery is presented among the typical elements of middle-class family life - a living

room with television, couch, table, vacuum cleaner - allowing for the possibility of understanding this

collage as both a celebration and critique of the middle-class lifestyle.  Are the man and woman intended

to portray a typical dysfunctional couple or idealized modern lovers?  Are gender-role stereotypes being

championed or lampooned? Is the man in the window preparing to jump to his death or to crash through

the window to overpower the dutiful maid vacuuming the stairs?  Does the moon ceiling function to

symbolize  a transcendent aspect of the female cycle, or is it perhaps connotative of some lurking uncer-

tainty, some repressed Dionysian impulse?  Obviously, one could continue ad infinitum... Meaning

emerges within this collage based on the active engagement of the observer - what I see might differ

from what you see.  In both cases, a totality of meaning arises from the combination of the constituent

elements;  its meanings are undeniably synthetic.

Keeping in mind the definition of synthesis, the relationship between collage as medium and

modernity as cultural condition  becomes increasingly discernible.  The term collage comes from the

French verb coller, the act of gluing or sticking together.  Closely associated with the idea of collage - in

both French and English - is the idea of assemblage, the fitting together of parts and pieces.39   Another

French term, bricolage, defined as the putting together of seemingly dissimilar objects or pieces is

relevant in this context as well; etymologically, both coller and bricolage originated from the Greek

term kólla, meaning glue.  In his book The Savage Mind, anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss analyzed

the idea of bricolage in relation to the actions of the bricoleur:



Just as the bricoleur assimilates dissimilar objects in the construction of a new whole, so to does the

medium of collage juxtapose seemingly exclusive elements to engender a totality of meaning; in both

cases, the result can only be defined within the context of its active making.  In so much as the

emergent meaning can be understood as contextual and not absolute, both collage and bricolage allow

for the possibility of multiple meanings to be realized; just as in Einsteinian physics, totality inevita-

bly reflects  a process of interaction.

Early modern artists such as Picasso and Braque intended to destabilize the signifier/signified

relationship of each of the elements which comprised the collage41; the potential for a multiplicity of

meaning was thus promoted by ambiguously positing the element along an indefinite chain of signifiers.

Although the trace of the signified left its impression, its very instability allowed the collage image to

be understood in terms of both its representational and figurative qualities.  The collage technique of

the German Dada movement, formed in 1916, differed from the Cubist approach in that each com-

prising element intentionally retained its signified status; the play of meaning emerged through the

juxtaposition of signified to signified.  Hannah Hoch’s Cut with the Kitchen Knife, 1919, presents the

viewer with a chaotic field of people, objects and texts, each element more or less complete, floating

in a dense swirl of crowded isolation.  This collage technique was technically referred to as montage,

a derivation of the German word montieren, basically referring to the act of assembling.  Despite the

specific differences of the two techniques, both similarly rely on  the process of juxtaposition in

developing a contextual framework.

In order to fully grasp the idea of synthesis as it relates to this framework, and  to our concep-

tions of culture ( culture in general and modernity in particular) and truth, the greater relation between

synthesis and the dialectic must ultimately be addressed.  Originally utilized by Socrates as a method

of argumentation to arrive at the truth, Hegel developed the dialectic into an interpretive structure that

defined not only truth, but the process of its conceptual and historical emergence.  This structure

would subsequently provide the foundation for both German idealist and dialectical materialist doc-

trines.  The order of the dialectic is progressive, comprised of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis.  A

thesis, any truth or assertible proposition, evolves in opposition to its contradictory other, the antith-

esis; reconciliation of this opposition is only possible within a higher sphere of truth, the synthesis.

The order is progressive in that the synthesis cyclically manifests itself as a new thesis, a thesis in

which the reality of its own contradiction - its antithesis - is inherently contained.  In this sense,

synthesis-as-truth parallels William James’ theory of truth in that truth is always becoming,

and never existing as an a priori given.  In order to uncover the dialectic relation

inherent in an idea, it becomes necessary to understand thesis and antithesis as
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Cut with the Kitchen Knife, by Hannah Hoch



“T O   E X P R E S S   I N C R E A S I N G
T U R B U L E N C E        I N
A  S T A B L E   M E D I U M...”

The intent of this thesis is not to propose an architecture of collage, but to investigate the

structural condition of collage as a valid means of understanding and designing architecture as it

simultaneously oppositional and complementary; one neither precedes nor determines the other; analo-

gous to the Yin-Yang symbol in Chinese philosophy, each defines and propels the formation of the other

and the whole.

Collage-as-synthesis implies not only a constructive process, but signifies a dialectic relation as

well; this relation can be understood in terms of inclusivity and exclusivity of meaning.  Obviously,

each of the elements comprising a collage exist before the act of collage within an exclusive context.

However, it is through their assimilation within the collage that one can begin to weigh the inclusive

context against their originally intended exclusive meaning.  Just as the exclusive meaning imparts its

indelible impression in this inclusive context, the collage’s inclusive meaning absorbs and assumes this

previously exclusive context.  In this sense, one can understand inclusivity of meaning both forming and

being formed by an order of exclusivity, just as exclusivity of meaning likewise forms and is formed by

an order of inclusion.  An analysis of a specific example, such as Andy Warhol’s Hammer and Sickle

silk-screen print series from 1977, might help to make the ideas revolving around this dialectic more

readily discernible.  The image of the sickle and hammer acts as an explicit reference to the iconography

of the (then existing) Soviet Union; the exclusive context of this imagery alludes to a more encompass-

ing communist ideology, the source from which these tools-as-icons are symbolically charged.  Inscripted

on each tool, however, are serial production numbers; the tools are deliberately presented as specific

objects - commodity items - signifying their fetishized status in a capitalistic context. With the inclusion

of exclusive references to capitalist ideology, the totality of the image inclusively embodies two exclu-

sive and fundamentally opposed ideological systems.  The tools are thus both capitalist commodity and

communist symbol; the observer is presented with an ambiguous image that can be validly construed as

propagandistic, critical, and ironic.  The complex interplay between inclusivity and exclusivity of meaning

in such a seemingly simple image allows for multiple meanings to  simultaneously emerge; these mean-

ings - at once oppositional and complementary, distinct and interdependent - imply a more encompass-

ing condition ultimately understood in terms of its synthetic expression.

Hammer and Sickle  silk-screen series, by Andy Warhol



The American gridiron city accommodates both unity and diversity by juxtaposing di-
verse architecture on a unified plan. We have no height lines imposed for building
along a Champ-Elysées.  Buildings on a street can vary in height, but also in size,
material, function, and symbolism: the Union League is opposite a skyscraper on South
Broad; the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts is there with the boys on North
Broad; the Academy of Music is not at the end of a Boulevard de l’Opéra; and theoreti-
cally our mayor’s house could sit across the street from a deli.  Our buildings derive
their hierarchical standing not from their ordained position but from their inherent char-
acter: our urbanism is egalitarian as well as diverse.  And our cities are never complete;
they are constantly a fragment of themselves.  No civic monuments terminate axes -
metaphorically our streets extend to infinity - to an eternal frontier of endless opportu-
nity.  Viva the fragment city!44

relates to its greater environment.  Of course, there have been a large number of architects from the

1960’s through the present to apply the technique of collage to architectural design and production,

including Charles Moore, Stanley Tigerman, the Pessallari Brothers, Adam Kalkin, Frank Gehry, and

SITE.  The Casa Per Uffici E Abitazioni project (Rome, 1965) by the Pessallari Brothers provides an

exceptional - if not extreme - example of architecture as collage, obscuring any attempts to comprehend

the architectural form as anything but a violent assemblage of disparate elements.42  It is both one

building and two buildings; the deliberate articulation of two buildings contradicts the form’s singular

status.  The work of Charles Moore  embodied a more subtle and  refined approach: the Piazza d’Italia

in New Orleans, 1976, combined  classical architectural elements with neon-Pop imagery; the plan of

the plaza itself was a map of Italy.  Architectural sections as design documents were applied full scale to

the elements, rhetorically destabilizing the  conventional representational relationship between design

drawing and resultant form.  Moore contradicted the notions of stability and support associated with the

column by literally constructing them out of flowing water.

In spite of Moore’s  complex playfulness, his architecture applied the technique of collage in

only the most literal sense; in  his theoretical works, such as Body, Memory, and Architecture, he was

more concerned with archetypal imagery and historical allusion than with an architecture reifying  col-

lage-as-condition.43   In the architecture and theories of Robert Venturi, Rem Koolhaas, Peter Eisenman,

and Bernard Tshumi, however, a more developed and insightful understanding of both the conceptual

significance and cultural relevance of collage-as-condition can be discerned.  While all of these archi-

tects similarly enframe their theories within “the richness and ambiguity of modern experience,”  Ven-

turi and Koolhaas in particular seek to legitimize and utilize this “experience” specifically within an

actual urban - i.e., physical, spatial, and socio-economic - context:

Venturi on Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (1995) -
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Casa Per Uffici E Abitazioni; Pessallari Brothers, architects

Piazza d’Italia, plan; Charles Moore, architect



Koolhaas on Atlanta, Georgia (1994) -

In a situation where architecture is no longer the construction of the city but, like a new branch of physics, the
outcome of the dynamics of force fields in perpetual motion, that precious professional alibi of the architect - the
mystical “spark” of inspiration - is obviously outdated.  No one can wait for it, least of all the architect.  His task
is truly impossible: to express increasing turbulence in a stable medium.  Architecture has always equated great-
ness with the breaking of rules.  Now you can be great through their effortless application...

One of the offices I visited had a room; it was locked.  Inside was a model of a large piece of Atlanta - particular
features: none.  Twelve people were working on four schemes, each as big as a Rockefeller Center, each compo-
sition hyper-symmetrical but placed arbitrarily on the huge map, surrounded by single family homes; there was
no sign of highways... The model was a complete inversion of metropolis as we know it - not the systematic
assembly of a critical mass but its systematic dismantlement, a seemingly absurd dispersion of concentration.
Alarmingly, it suggested that the elements that had once made the city would now cease to work if they got too
close together.  Spaced out, far apart, they needed the neutral medium of nature or (at the most) the single family
house to ensure further their noninterference.

The reason the room had to be kept secret - the only vault in the otherwise open office landscape - was that none
of the clients of these centers knew that the other projects architects working on similar projects, maybe for the
same neighborhood - in similar rooms in other offices - but nobody could really be sure.  This deliberate
disinformation, lack of adjustment, represents a revolutionary reversal of the role architects traditionally claim.
They no longer create order, resist chaos, imagine coherence, fabricate entities.  From form givers they have
become facilitators.  In Atlanta, architects have aligned themselves with the uncontrollable, have become its
official agents, instruments of the unpredictable: from imposing to yielding in one generation.45

During the past two decades, a distinctly new urban consciousness has emerged, one that has effectively rendered as

obsolete our conventional and preconceived expectations of what a city is, how it functions, and the order by which it evolves.

As it has become increasingly evident and inevitable, it is no mere coincidence that the development of this (the real) new

urbanism has occurred within the scope of a fully realized post-industrial, computerized informational age.  During this time

period, society has witnessed a profound shift in social consciousness from a culture of consumers to specifically a consumer

culture.  For the first time in history, all major aspects of cultural and social expression have become dependent upon the market-

place for their legitimization, including even the sovereign governing forms that were originally created to legitimize the market-

place.  This marked shift stems from a greater world-historical process, the advent of a truly global economy.

This developing urban phenomenon has, over the course of the last twenty years, accumulated a variety of descriptive - if not

value-laden - labels: Edge City, Post-City, the Un-City, Disurbia, Urban Village, Generic City, Technoburb, Perimeter City, the

Peripheral Center, Superburbia, the Contemporary City; the list goes on and on.  All of these terms similarly seek to

Piazza d’Italia, column detail; Charles Moore, architect

Piazza d’Italia, “section” detail; Charles Moore, architect



Imagine an open space, a clearing in the forest, a leveled city.  There are three elements: roads, buildings, and
nature; they coexist in flexible relationships, seemingly without reason, in spectacular organizational diversity.
Any one of the three may dominate: sometimes the “road” is lost - to be found meandering on an incomprehen-
sible detour; sometimes you see no building, only nature; then equally unpredictably, you are surrounded only
by building.  In certain frightening spots, all three are simultaneously absent.46

Koolhaas has described a scene undeniably similar to the observations made by Joel Garreau in his landmark 1991 study of the

Edge City phenomenon:

These new hearths of our civilization - in which the majority of metropolitan Americans now work and around
which we live - look not at all like our old downtowns.  Buildings rarely rise shoulder to shoulder, as in Chicago’s
Loop.  Instead, their broad, low outlines dot the landscape like mushrooms, separated by greensward and park-
ing lots.  Their office towers, frequently guarded by trees, gaze at one another from respectful distances through
bands of glass that mirror the sun in blue or green or gold, like antique drawings of “the city of the future.” 47

The structure of this developing urban form can best be understood as rhizomal; the nodes of activity, whether office

towers, Wal-Mart shopping centers, single family homes, or lap-top computers, comprise a web or network of points extending

physically and virtually to international proportions.  The order of this structure is inevitably situational, transitional, and condi-

tional; its development parallels the rise and fall of stock interests, the flow of money, the outcome of speculation and investment

more so than any preconceived, readily apparent, or envisioned physical order.  We can begin to understand how an individual

functions in this rhizomal network as conditional to a set of ever-changing points: homes, schools, jobs, restaurants, recreational

activities, etc.  The order by which we live our lives is just as conditional as the urban landscape in which many of us increasingly

find ourselves; the idea of community no longer predominantly expresses where we physically live, but what we situationally do,

be it the school community, job community, church community, or the virtual chat-room community.  While the rhizome analogy

has been most frequently ascribed to the burgeoning cyber-space structure rapidly blanketing the globe, at the core of its emer-

gence one can  discern the very same framework guiding the formation of our  urban and cultural structures as well: economic

globalization.

identifiably enframe this seemingly chaotic process whereby those activities, functions, and patterns historically associated with

a city - the geopolitical, social, cultural, and economic center - increasingly relocate and thrive in the vast and uncontrolled

landscape beyond the city’s boundaries.  As opposed to the conditions of high-density population and construction,  contained

functioning, and pre-established ordering so presumably associated with the city, this new urban form is physically sparse,

spatially infinite, and situationally ordered.  Perhaps the most precise description of this imprecise form can be found in Koolhaas’

essay, “The Generic City”:
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A moment of surface rather than of depth, of the “death” of the old individual subject or bourgeois ego, and of
the schizophrenic celebration of the commodity fetishism of the image, of a now “delirious New York” and a
countercultural California, a moment in which the logic of media capitalism penetrates the logic of advanced
cultural production itself and transforms the latter to the point where such distinctions as those between high and
mass culture lose their significance.48

The idea of the schizophrenic is pivotal to Jameson’s work; it defines his conception of the individual in this cultural

context. For Jameson, schizophrenic experience is “an experience of isolated, disconnected, discontinuous material signifiers

which fail to link up into a coherent sequence.” 49  It is no mere coincidence that this “experience” so closely resembles the

intentions of Picasso and Braque in their collages.  Unfortunately, and all too commonly, there are people today who continue to

retreat into a comfortable and obsolete past, trying to maintain a distinction between high and mass culture. It is all too easy to

praise Juan Gris’ Breakfast, a cubist collage from 1914, as high art, while denouncing the popular video-montage techniques of

talented directors diverse as David Lynch, Oliver Stone, Terry Gilliam, and Quentin Tarantino as pandering to thecommercialized

tastes of the unenlightened masses, when you are in the financial position to purchase the former and invest in the production of

With the vast majorities of political economies increasingly dependent upon the added sums calculated in the world

ledger for their financial life-support, it is no small wonder that the edge city phenomenon has spread across the world with such

tenacity and speed.  The days of the “Big Three,” Aeroflot, and only-IBM are long gone; to compete and profit in such an

overwhelmingly large market-place, investors, manufacturers, consultants, and advertising firms have splintered, seduced, and

specialized their forms of production and arenas of influence into distinct market fragments from which the sure thing - profit -

can be predictably and dependably be extracted.  Can anyone deny the cultural ramifications of this economic development?  As

opposed to the predominance of homogenous middle-class values that have been commercially perpetuated since World War II,

the very structure of society is increasingly conceived of in the same demographic terms initially developed within the market-

place.  Whether by age - “baby-boomers, generation-x’ers, retirees, baby busters” - or by lifestyle - “single, married, alternative,

yuppie, dink, slacker, hippie, granola, trekkie” - individual behavior patterns have been effectively codified; it becomes increas-

ingly difficult to separate the ideas associated with a particular lifestyle from the products surrounding that lifestyle.  Twenty

years ago, there were only three commercial networks vying for the nation’s attention, each with a broad, general range of

programming; now there are well over one hundred networks, specializing in everything from news to traveling to science-

fiction to pornography.  Diversification has become the norm for giant corporations wishing to remain afloat: car companies

issue credit cards; General Electric and Westinghouse own television networks, and the Pepsi corporation owns three national

restaurant chains (KFC, Pizza Hut, Taco Bell) with each competing against one another.

In his essay, “Architecture and the Critique of Ideology,” Frederic Jameson (drawing heavily from the work of econo-

mist Ernest Mandel) described our contemporary economic period as “late” or multinational capitalism.  In elaborating upon the

Marxian dialectic of economic Base / cultural Superstructure, Jameson defined our current cultural context as:

City of the Captive Globe, by Rem Koolhaas

Breakfast, by Juan Gris



the latter; the only high/low distinction that pertains to this age is one of income.  Any attempt the bourgeoisie made to perpetuate

the high/low distinction in art, despite the deliberate effort of the early Modern artists (Duchamp, Picasso, Le Corbusier, et.al.) to

dismantle it, was obliterated over thirty years ago by the Pop Artists.

In a modern (i.e., “Modern” and contemporary) cultural context, we all are equally submerged in the same “moment of

surface,” regardless of our economic status;  since the advent of cultural Reaganism, Wall Street has been just as interested in Las

Vegas as Venturi or the Teamsters ever were.  Each individual today is presented with the same disjointed fragments of the life-

world which he/she must assemble into a meaningful whole - every phone book lists a variety of consultants, counselors, psychics,

and empowerment services to help someone with the task.  It was Picasso’s intention through collage to explore an increasingly

universal cultural condition, a condition that supersedes any class distinctions.  The formation of edge city approaches this

condition universally as well: low-income trailer parks dot the urban landscape just as felicitously as do office towers, middle-

class split-level ranches, fast-food restaurants, and luxury hotels; by means of indifference it is truly egalitarian - all is equally

present and isolated.

In “The American City: Ideal and Mythic Aspects of a Reinvented Urbanism,” Alex Krieger poses this question to the

reader: “Does the idea of the city as a collection of semiautonomous fragments, or districts, preclude singular unifying organiza-

tional or formal patterns?” 50  By enframing the idea of the developing city form within a context that mirrors the existing cultural

conditions, it becomes possible to create a meaningful form that can be understood and developed upon in terms of the same

dialectic of inclusivity/exclusivity structuring meaning in collage.  As opposed to resisting the “maximizing thrust” of a world-

historical process and lamenting the downfall of urbanity, perhaps we should instead investigate the potential inherent in that

process, and endeavor to reify both its liberating and ambiguous aspects.

If there is to be a “new urbanism”  it will not be based on the twin fantasies of order and omnipotence; it will  be
the staging of uncertainty; it will no longer be concerned with the arrangement of more or less permanent objects
but with the irrigation of territories with potential; it will no longer aim for stable configurations but for the
creation of enabling fields that accommodate processes that refuse to be crystallized into definitive form; it will
no longer be about meticulous definition, the imposition of limits, but about expanding notions, denying bound-
aries, not about separating and identifying entities, but about discovering unnamable hybrids; it will no longer be
obsessed with the city but with the manipulation of infrastructure for endless intensifications and diversifica-
tions, shortcuts and redistributions - the reinvention of psychological space.  Since the urban is now pervasive,
urbanism will never again be about the “new,” only about the “more” and the “modified.”  It will not be about the
civilized, but about underdevelopment.  Since it is out of control, the urban is about to become a major vector of
the imagination.  Redefined, urbanism will not only, or mostly, be a profession, but a way of thinking, an ideol-
ogy, to accept what exists.  We were making sand castles.  Now we swim in the sea that swept them away.51

“A  H ET E R O G E N E O U S  M A C R O C O S M
O F   T H E   U R B A N...”

Collage City, the first significant text investigating the relationship between collage, culture, and urban form, was authored

by Colin Rowe and Fred Koetter and published in its completed form in 1978.  Justifiably regarded as the tour de force

of the Contextualist movement, Collage City advocated a collage approach to understanding and designing the urban
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form, ultimately as “a means of accommodating emancipation and allowing all parts of a pluralist situ-

ation their own legitimate expression.” 52  Rowe and Koetter structured their analysis  of the city around

a dialectic of utopia/tradition; in this sense the city was understood to synthesize the complex interac-

tion between the “demands of the ideal and the needs of the ad-hoc.”  While the ideas presented in

Collage City have contributed to the formulation and development of concerns presented within this

text (I gratefully acknowledge this influence), the utopia/tradition dialectic is inevitably an inadequate

means of enframing  the ideas pertinent to the edge city phenomenon.  In posing utopia and tradition as

distinct conceptual entities, Rowe and Koetter failed to realize that, within the context of the dialectic,

utopia-as-ideal historically arises within the framework of a specific tradition, exposing the internal

contradictions within that tradition.  This applies to a utopian ideal both in its contemplative and explic-

itly political forms.  As Marx pointed out, when an idea or theory “comes into contradiction with the

existing relations, this can only occur as a result of the fact that existing social relations have come into

contradiction with the existing forces of production.” 53  While utopia, literally translates “no place, ” a

utopian ideal in fact always comes from someplace and can be projected anywhere; Rowe and Koetter

mistakenly assume that the plural traditions  the form of a city both absorbs historically and embodies

concurrently somehow relate to a “tradition” of pluralism magically devoid of its own utopian origins.

The urban conditions which Rowe and Koetter analyzed, such as in Rome and at the Villa

Adriana, exist either as fully-formed entities or as a stabilized medium that has absorbed centuries of

growth and change.  While no “living city” is truly ever complete, formal patterns emerge as the city

develops historically, dominant enough to influence or even determine subsequent development.  The

actions of Pope Sixtus V, Georges Eugène Haussmann, and Robert Moses had undeniably profound

consequences on each respective city, but the general patterns and typologies remained intact.  As urban

forms developing within an historical context, these general patterns are not readily dispensable.  Within

the framework of the edge city phenomenon, however, dispensability is a prime requisite;  like chia-pets

instantaneously sprouting lush vegetation only to whither away and be discarded, edge cities are exer-

cises in planned obsolescence.  Edge city eludes conventional definitions of urban form; it is less a

“city” as much as it is an ever-changing landscape.54

 The edge city phenomenon embraces a utopian vision that is in many ways antithetical to the

conventional ideas of the city.  While the relevancy of edge-city is now global in its implications,

its origins can be traced back to a specifically American idealization of the “middle landscape”

developing within the framework of the Enlightenment - an idealization dialectically bound to a then

emerging capitalist economy of the United States.  The “middle landscape’ was envisioned as



mankind’s ideal sphere in activity, exiting between the extremes of civilization and nature; it was the

garden paradise of Eden, the holy ground humanity had been searching for since Adam and Eve were

forced out into the wilderness.

Those who labour in the earth are the chosen people of God, if ever he had chosen
people, whose breast he has made his peculiar deposit for substantial and genuine vir-
tue... It is the mark set on those, who not looking up to Heaven, to their own soil and
industry, as does the husbandman, for their subsistence, depend for it upon the casual-
ties and caprices of customers.  Dependence begets subservience and venality, suffocat-
ing the germ of virtue, and prepares fit tools for the designs of ambitions.55

For Jefferson, the idea of self-sufficiency, so crucial to his understanding of democracy, explicitly re-

volved around the relationship of the individual to the land.  This statement not only expressed Jefferson’s

preference for an agrarian society - in Notes on the State of Virginia he also wrote, “I view great cities as

pestilential to the morals, the health, and the liberties of man” 56 - but implicitly advocated an economic

system of land ownership based on private property.  The utopian ideal which Jefferson developed and

promoted could only be disseminated and realized within an ideological context.  Today, more than two

centuries later, this ideology still exists as the operative means in the formation of edge cities around the

world, and, as such, is an integral aspect of the period of multinational capitalism in which we now find

ourselves.

To fully understand the relationship between the idealization of land and a specifically capitalist

economic system, it becomes necessary to review the theory of John Locke, from whom Jefferson’s

ideas were largely derived.  In Second Treatise of Government, 1690, Locke sought to legitimize a

capitalist economy based on property ownership.  His proposal was founded upon the assumption of the

Law of Nature - Life, Liberty, and Property - was an inherent moral code which reason dictated must be

preserved.  While reason was not innate for Locke (tabula rasa), it seems that morality was.  The Law of

Nature applied equally to all individuals, so consequently al individuals could possess property and

capital in unequal amounts:

Men have agreed to a disproportionate and unequal possession of the earth, they having
by a tacit and voluntary consent, found out a way how man can fairly possess more land
than he himself can use the products of, by receiving in exchange for the overplus gold
and silver, which may be hoarded up without injury to anyone.57

Through the abstract condition of equality, a specifically capitalist doctrine supporting inequality,

via the rights of property ownership and free-exchange, was developed throughout the treatise.  Prop-
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erty was the foundation which the individual realized his/her wealth.  This was certainly the case  in Jefferson’s time; the southern

aristocracy amassed a sizable fortune from the surplus value of cheap slave labor in agricultural production.

In 1785, the Federal Land Ordinance, authored by Jefferson, was enacted.  The ordinance signified the first step in a

process holding the promise of establishing a viable agrarian economy based on property ownership.  The vast expanse of land

west of the Mississippi River provided a seemingly infinite amount of space upon which a repeatable and divisible geometric

grid could be superimposed.  No longer would expansion and settlement be determined by a European model of center and

boundary, town and country, but with a pattern that could accommodate both a multiplicity and evolution of population-density

configurations.  The first implementation of this grid system occurred with the founding of Savannah, Georgia in 1734, and was

based on the same Enlightenment principles of abstraction that would influence Jefferson’s subsequent scheme.  The Savannah

plan paralleled Jefferson’s in that the grid was repeatable and infinitely extendible; Savannah was - both formally and conceptu-

ally - incomplete, a fragment of a whole yet unrealized.  The primary unit of this gridiron system was the single family dwelling,

as opposed to the European model where civic institutions defined collective arrangements.  Thus, where the European city-form

embodied a collective expression, Savannah instead formed itself by collecting individual elements.58

The American models contained a significantly different assumption about the nature of space than could be found in

their European predecessors: space was primarily understood to be a commodity.  The objective of each American model in-

volved implementing a system of property division.  This system was ultimately realized with the advent of suburbia.  Although

Jefferson intended for the system to be utilized primarily for agrarian purposes, suburban development ensured a rapid cycle of

capital flow necessary for property to increase in value in a context where the majority of real estate purchasers would borrow, at

interest, the value of the land.  In edge city, the individual unit - be it single family dwelling or corporate research facility - still

remains the paradigmatic building block of the urban form.59  As opposed to pre-existing urban centers where comprehensive (?)

urban planning policies are still maintained, speculators and developers are able to build wherever and whatever they want, free

from the imposition of zoning restrictions.  This allows for a quick turnover rate, as the dynamics of regional job and industry

growth patterns can be more effectively manipulated.  With economic and formal concerns devoted exclusively to the individual

unit, and not to any collective coherency, it comes as no suprise that planning makes no discernible difference60; in edge city

many investors and corporations do not hesitate to supply their own infrastructure if it suits their purposes and profit margin.

While the formal principles defining European urban development have historically relegated the individual unit within

a greater collective expression61, in America formal principles themselves were relegated in favor of realizing maximum eco-

nomic efficiency.  More so than any other nation’s population, Americans embrace a distinctively transient lifestyle; the average

American will relocate his/her residency at least four or five times and go through half as many career occupations.

Indeed, America is the last nation of nomads62;  this fact is reflected not only in terms of lifestyle, but in the very way

which building shells are understood and utilized as commodities - not as  permanent edifices but as  temporary locations for



individuals wandering along their own paths of opportunity.  As the global emergence of the edge city phenomenon reflects the

increasingly inevitable necessity of a transient lifestyle in an era of multinational capitalism, it should be reiterated that the

American gridiron system has always embodied this necessity.  Although the grid no longer manifests itself physically, the

qualities implicit within it have become - as Frederic Jameson suggested in his essay, “Modernity versus Postmodernity” - the

“heterogeneous macrocosm of the urban.” 63  Because of its abstract, repetitive and incomplete nature the grid system can be

understood as the historic facilitator of an urbanism that so closely mirrors the decentralized structure of our global economy.

Just as capital increasingly flows along a web of situationally emerging points, the center/edge opposition apparent in conven-

tional urbanism become increasingly impertinent to comprehending this emerging urban form:

If the center no longer exists, it follows that there is no periphery either.  The death of the first implies the
evaporation of the second.  Now all is city, a new pervasiveness that includes landscape, park, industry, rust belt,
parking lot, housing tract, single family house, desert, airport, beach, river, ski slope, even downtown.64

If the origins of edge city’s decentralized structure are ultimately to be found within the utopian ideal of the “middle

landscape,” than perhaps it becomes relevant to ask of Rowe and Koetter what specific traditions are embodied in the structure of

the edge city phenomenon.  This question reveals the crucial point where there theory manifests its own inadequacy.  Between the

ideal and the real there is always ideology; just as utopian ideals are ideologically traditionalized within the dialectical flow, so to

are those very traditions idealized to obscure their ideological formation.  In Architecture from Without, Diana Agrest defined

ideology as “no more than the social production of meaning,” 65 but in fact it is more; specifically it as that production within a

hegemonic context.  While the ideal of the “middle landscape” arises from a Judeo-Christian cosmography, its effectuation

within a social sphere of relations was necessarily filtered through the lens of a definitive mode of production, the then emerging

capitalist economy.  The “middle landscape” ideal has been presented throughout the course of this essay as it has manifested

itself in an ideological context; any discussion of ideas that embody social expression - like the ideas of utopia and tradition - can

only be fully appreciated as socially relevant when discussed in terms of their actual ideological consequences.

The ideological agent so effectively traditionalizing the ideal of the “middle landscape” can be found in the ever-accel-

erating patterns of speculation.  The increasingly situational and transitional order of multinational capitalism dialectically

relates to a condition of permanence and stability; while this condition was once an integral aspect of the “middle landscape”

ideal - connotative of the biblical promise of an eternal Heaven - it was rendered obsolete as it increasingly contradicted the

growing necessity for uninterrupted channels of capital flow.  Suburbia stands as a testament to this fact: originally

intended as a viable means for middle-class wage earners to afford their own piece of the “middle landscape,” developers built

communities that were both profitable and enduring; it exists now primarily as a viable means of quick-turnover

speculation and investment, with house planned and built for a twenty year life expectancy.  Owners come and go
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based on the upward or downward slide of the appraisal rate; financiers increasingly rely on the turnover rate as they

attempt to build fortunes from property values without waiting to accrue equity for investment.  Land is the common

denominator commodity of the edge city phenomenon - developers will fabricate entire landscapes in order to make their

properties look as “natural” as possible.  Land is still idealized as the generative soil in which the democratic principles

of individual autonomy grow. Now, however, land no longer reifies this ideal, instead it ideologically represents it; the

very ground you tread upon in edge city only coincidentally functions as the earth to which gravity secures - primarily it

exists to serve as only an image of itself.

It is within the context of the image that tradition presents itself as problematic.  The same ideology governing

the permanent/situational dialectic fuels the development of the “commodity fetishism of the image” Jameson so aptly

describes.  Indeed, any image is an impermanent or situational expression; the mirror reflects only what you can see - like

Einstein’s universe, the image reveals your interaction with it.  While the inclusive structure of the edge city form

embraces those situational conditions which provide the impetus for its own development, the elements which actually

form the city - the individual building units - embody the image of a stability they specifically lack.  The ad-hoc classi-

cism of postmodernism-as-style represents a formal language potentially meaningful in its application, yet all too often

meaninglessly applied.  Koolhaas correctly described the postmodern style as “modernization’s little helper” 66 - it

serves as an inexpensive and recyclable wrapping, readily available from Sweet’s catalogue, that can be applied to even

the most banal architecture, instantly imbuing it with a history its very presence in this urban context has rendered

obsolete.  From the Renaissance until the Reagan years, classicism symbolized a specifically civic expression (whether

or not it was actually the case), aspiring to the ideal of a greater ethical whole.  Now, however, it aspires to deceive by

concealing a building’s completely privatized concerns.  In this sense, edge city has in fact become a field of exclusive

fragments, each fragment ascribing to its own totality.

In terms of realizing their meaningful application, it must be remembered that the classical elements of architec-

ture - as symbolically representative of  historically relevant ideals - can still exert a legitimate influence upon the

formulation of architectural meaning in a contemporary context.  As Venturi pointed out in Learning from Las Vegas,

architecture depends on association in both its perception and creation.67  Few would deny that we associate specific

ideas with particular elements; the explicit articulation of these elements, however, becomes crucial in relating these

patterns of association to a contemporary context.  Once again, we are faced with both Koolhaas’ challenge to express

increasing turbulence in the stable medium of architecture, and Venturi’s proposal for a Both/And architecture: can an

architectural element, classical or otherwise, signify its stable historical meaning while simultaneously destabilizing that

very signification?

In the Vanna Venturi House, 1962, Robert Venturi utilized the conventional iconography of the arch to enframe

the main entrance; themes of centrality, stability, and connection are signified.  This arch, however, is pure appliqué,

a billboard advertisement for an entrance physically structured by conditions independent of it.  Any connotations



of stability and centrality are simultaneously undermined by the fact that the arch is broken by a void between the two walls of the

front facade; at the same time the arch is superimposed over the lintel that “supports” this void.  The actual entrance is shifted

from and perpendicular to the centralized and axial condition the arch conventionally denotes. Thus, from the “vivid tension”

inherent in the articulation of just one element, a rich and ambiguous interplay of meanings emerge.  Philip Johnson’s design for

Tycon Tower, 1989, in Tyson’s Corner, Virginia -the archetypal edge city in America - likewise utilized the iconography of the

arch.  Johnson’s arch, other than being ill-proportioned and appendaged to the top of the building, predictably and conventionally

denotes predictable and conventional ideas.  As in the Venturi house, this arch functions as a billboard advertisement, supported

by nine-story signposts: this does not significantly embody a condition of thoughtful contradiction as in Venturi’s work; the arch

does little else than momentarily proclaim its own centrality to uninterested motorists in transit to some other center in a sea of

infinite centers.

“A   QUESTION   OF   APPROPRIATENESS...”

As an architectural response to an emerging urban condition, Johnson’s building - for better or worse - offered a readily

consumable precedent from which subsequent development would ensue.  While he was presented with an opportunity to archi-

tecturally express the complex interaction between the myriad and contradictory themes so apparent in this urban environment,

he instead chose a formulaic response, merely idealizing a past a re-presenting it in a contemporary context - all too often the

condition of an architecture that is contextualistic without being truly contextual.  “Acknowledging context in architecture,”

Venturi reminds us, “doesn’t mean the new building has to look like the old ones: harmony can derive from contrast as well as

analogy... it’s a question of appropriateness.” 68   As opposed to utilizing historical references to “merely mask the pervasive

reality of the un-city,” 69 historical references if utilized critically, can potentially embrace this pervasiveness and manifest its

relevance.

The relationship between architectural meaning and cultural context does not only revolve around issues of articulation

and appearance, but more importantly enframes how architecture is conceived, designed and comprehended in terms of its

function and construction.  In Architecture and Disjunction, Bernard Tschumi analyzed the differences between the architectural

concepts of program and function to demonstrate that historically emerging discrepancies between function and use “prove the

simple point that there [is] no necessary causal relationship between function and subsequent form, or between a given building

type and a given use.”70  The idea of program relates to space and use in terms of potential, while the current idea of function

deals explicitly with preconceived intentions.  In an  increasingly situational age, a single building is typically utilized for a

variety of programs above and beyond the original function for which that building was de-
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signed.  Buildings are inevitably bought and sold just like any other dispensable commodity, as businesses and individuals

nomadically relocate to wherever the proverbial grass is momentarily greener.  As the function of a building becomes more and

more a temporary consideration, the necessity for an architecture whose inherent meaning can simultaneously embrace multiple

programs becomes increasingly apparent - a work of architecture in this contemporary context must indeed be polyvalent.

Polyvalence in architecture arises as an idea distinct from a functionalist conception of flexibility, so common in “Modern”

architecture.  Perhaps nowhere is this distinction more clearly stated than in the theory of Herman Hertzberger:

The only constructive approach to a situation that is subject to change is a form that starts out from [this]
changefulness as a permanent - that is, essentially a static - given factor: a form which is polyvalent.  In other
words, a form that can be put to different uses without having to undergo changes itself, so that a minimal
flexibility can still produce an optimal solution.71

While both terms denote a condition of change, each term - flexibility and polyvalence - distinctly expresses an unique

relation to that condition.  The change that occurs to a flexible object or environment arises from a characteristic pliancy; it is able

to bend or be bent, either physically or conceptually.  Polyvalence refers to changes in which many elements are combined or

replaced in a constant proportion; the term literally translates as many strengths - there is no sense of flexure or pliancy.  Hertzberger

has suggested that that flexibility is an inappropriate means for dealing with the programmatic changes that occur in a space or

place over time.  But wouldn’t a plan or system that is easily adaptable and adjustable - that is pliant - be beneficial to both the

designer and occupants of a building when considering the fact that many functions could occur there?

At Mies van der Rohe’s Crown Hall at IIT, Chicago, the master’s grasp of proportioning and precision is clearly both

evident and impressive: due to the proportions of the building, even the vertical steel members lend to the overall expression of

horizontality so elegantly articulated with the entry stairs.  However, the central interior space is typically divided and frag-

mented by a series of partitions and panel-glass opaque covers to accommodate the current functions.  Because of the nature of

the space itself - a singular, uninterrupted, symmetric volume - it allows easily for modifications and changes, at the expense of

the quality of the space itself.  Regardless of Mies’ intent, the flexibility inherent in the design ultimately contradicted - and even

destroyed - the sense of space he sought to realize.  Hertzberger’s Apollo and De Evenaar schools in Amsterdam are similar to

Crown Hall in that the nature of the central spaces allows for a variety of functions to occur.  Unlike Crown Hall, these central

spaces establish a significant relationship with the surrounding perimeter spaces - they accommodate both their use as transi-

tional spaces, and their own distinct senses of place as well.  Because of the stairs, level changes, and wall segments that

physically define the spaces, they cannot be easily modified or changed.  Their strength arises from a consistency that - un-

changed - allows for numerous functions to occur.

Hertzberger has written that the problem of changeability is not so much a matter of having to adapt and modify features,

but of having those distinctive features to begin with.  Certainly that which embodies change as opposed to that
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which is changed signifies a condition architecturally applicable to a contemporary context.  Perhaps the most accepted universal

idea is that of the inevitability of change; it seems that to embrace the implications of this idea would offer the means by which

an architectural form could retain a valid and viable relationship to a world of constantly changing conditions.  As opposed to

Frampton’s advocation of an architecture that “resists the maximizing thrust of capitalism,” we should seek to better understand

that very condition.  Architecture need not be reactionary, but timeful and potentially liberating; free from the restraints and

dogma of function and essence, architects can can make viable and relevant forms that, in the words of Koolhaas, “will be able

to absorb whatever our culture generates.” 72

Returning to William James conception of truth, one finds that the truth of this age, much like the new urbanity now in

the midst of its own construction, is indeed being actively made and understood as it emerges around us.  This truth is not so

neatly resolved or definable, as it awaits beyond us, still unformed and incomplete.  History has strewn a multitude of  leftover

fragments along our path - each fragment not a petrified reminder of an once accessible whole, but as an element of opportunity

among many elements from which a new whole might be assembled.  As opposed to searching for some elusive essence, perhaps

it would be more fruitful to embrace an active process by which the many disparate factors influencing us can be meaningfully

assembled into an inclusive order, an order accommodating the complex and contradictory nature of the life-world which we

inhabit, perpetuate and change.  As Frascari has pointed out, meaning in architecture is just as much an act of construal as the

built form is an act of construction.  An architectural act can signify the greater conditions in which it is and will be immersed

without reducing its potential for meaning to a singular, unimpenetrable, and unchanging gesture.
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P A R T   I V:B  R  I  D  G  I  N  G    T  H  E    G  A  PB  R  I  D  G  I  N  G    T  H  E    G  A  PB  R  I  D  G  I  N  G    T  H  E    G  A  PB  R  I  D  G  I  N  G    T  H  E    G  A  PB  R  I  D  G  I  N  G    T  H  E    G  A  P

This proposal was developed for the 1996 Virginia AIA Society Student Design Competition, a sixty-three hour design charette.  The program

requirements indicated the necessity for a pedestrian bridge connecting two areas of the UVA campus in Charlottesville that had previously been separated by

road construction.  The road, now heavily trafficked, is one of many routes heading towards the rapidly expanding suburbs and shopping districts beyond the

edge of the city.  The bridge, as suggested in the program briefing, is not to be considered an isolated architectural act, but one component of a more

comprehensive plan to reunify the city and make it more accessible, thus revitalizing in-city urban development.

But just what exactly is wrong with development beyond the edge?  The program reveals itself to represent a value-laden preference for a specific

urban morphology, one that is rapidly fading into obsolescence.  As opposed to idealizing a no-longer relevant past - a past that has no practical or influential

effect in terms of its realistic sustainability, this design proposal attempts to incorporate the bridge into a greater strategy of facilitating circulation to the

perimeter.  The bridge is envisioned as a temporary structure, assembled from existing fragments of construction and infrastructure, that can be relocated and

readapted to accommodate ever-changing circulatory patterns - patterns which inevitably emerge by means of socioeconomic forces that can be influenced

and/or formalized, but not formally controlled.



a  bridge bridge. a connection to a past form of order. a return to an idea  that doesn’t work, or it would still be intact. ILLUSORY AT BEST. to provide an
enhanced sense of ‘COHERENCE and UNITY’. or at least to conceal a (supposed) disorder with an ALL-PURPOSEALL-PURPOSE, ready-made, cosmetic facial
treatment offering the appearance  of coherence and unity. ROGAINE for the urban condition. ARE THE CENTRIFUGAL FORCES OF URBAN SPRAWL
REALLY THAT BAD? can a bridge and a path even begin to counteractcounteract the forces of decentralization? Is it really progressivereally progressive to turn a city back
in on itself, to retrace the footsteps of ghosts long since departed? to idealize a past condition that has been conditioned  to the point of obselescence
comes closer to REGRESSION than progression. our more progressive communities have eclipsed  the order of physical place, and dispersed
among the infinite nets of nebulous occurrence, randomly ordering the nature of transitional relations, financial transactions, and cyberspace. as
HOWARD Roarke says, “I don’t think of you.”  community is now what you do, not where you do it. THIS is progress; history has declared it thus - the
very way we live perpetuates this progression. and we can still maintain our little opinions. are more progressive cities really spending any effort on
returning their disparate parts back into a unified whole? The more progressive cities never had a unified whole to begin with. their order is not
formal, authoritative, unified, or preconceived, but rather SITUATIONAL, TRANSITORY, EVOLVING. ‘americans are nomads wandering where the
money goes.’ money is always moving. it used  to be centralized, monopolized, accumulated, much like our cities. but to profit in a GLOBAL
economy, there is no need for cenralization, only connections. ideally, architecture makes connections. my grandpa tells me how bad the great
depression was, but i wasn’t there. NONE OF US ARE. we are here and here is where the mouse clicks. different for you, maybe. shall we dissemi-shall we dissemi-
nate the nate the (seeming) virtues of the past and make a present only to reflect its absence?  virtues of the past and make a present only to reflect its absence?  or is it more appropriate, perhaps even a little
more honest(?), to somehow articulate and give presence to the apparent(?) absence we occupy? Can you tell me the recipethe recipe? can i tell you
what a city always is when it hasn’t even finished yet? Cities have never proclaimed  themselves to be as final as we had hoped, anyway. if a
bridge is to be made, perhaps it might be built between the gap separating what we have collectively become, and what we collectively fool
ourselves to be. to get from point a  to point b, i can walk, drive a car, use the phone, send a fax, or hookup on the net. TO GET THERE i DON’T even
have to BE THERE. why erect a unifying bridge that at most symbolically limits the choices i can normally take advantage of? sure, i can still make
those choices, but  the hole situation is rather analogous to cramming money up someone’s ass: non-commitally paying for someone else’s anal-
retentive dream. Urban design is for the progression of the city, not for the treatment of fixations. OF COURSE, a nice new road/pathway/bridge
might generate some growth - a fast food restaurant and a STARBUCK’S coffee shop offering  local residents up to $6.00 an hour. fantasies of the
past at the scale of the urban do have some value, until another fantasy is erected on another site in another town. and another. and another. as
people seem somewhat hesitant to accept their lot, decentralization can easily operate in stealth mode, wrapping itself in the crafty guise of
fatherly historical interests and imagery, meanwhile filling his pockets with enough cash to make more somewhere else. don’t tell mom i am doing
this to you, son. but why? Another road. as cities dissolve, their roads get bigger. easy to leave.  the new density of the city is an intense, rhythmic,
pulsating experience, not defined but people per square mile, but miles per hour. traffic jam. ANDY WARHOL MADE ART WARHOL MADE ART OUT OF the image of
AUTO  ACCIDENTS. decentralization isn’t even an accident - it’s been in our rear view mirror for quite some time. or were you too busy talking on the
cellular phone? PROPOSAL DUE @ 9 AM MONDAY MORNING. at least eighty columns in colonnade... make a bridge... many bridges are held up
with columns... many aren’t... what if mine was... firmness, commodity, delight... commodity, hmmm... i sure would save money using those
columns... the colonnade used to be part of a football field. now we have scott stadium... i guess that colonnade doesn’t do much of anything
these days except look nice, maybe... death is always around the corner... for me hopefully not soon... if that colonnade weren’t part of mr.
jefferson’s famous university, it would either be long gone or acquired for some intention which its designer may not have foreseen... universities
and rich people have money and an air of sophistication enabling them to keep special things that aren’t really that special... the rest of us keep
stuff. comic books, cards, w-2 forms, picture albums, tupperware, mutual funds... buildings are harder to just keep, but easier to reappropriate...
why are so many penises missing from ancient greek statues... something may proclaim itself as a whole, but the scavenger knows beyond the
illusion there is nothing but an accumulation of parts... get what you can when you can if you can. paradigmatic formulas of free-market living...
free-market globe. scavengers of the world unite... unfortunately, a different spectre haunts those permeable forms that convey the image of
solidity... consider the urban structure of charlottesville in 1826,1895,1946, and now... fifteen years from now moses might once again part the
oceanic foundations of this relatively unimportant urban sea with more freeways, expressways, student housing projects, maybe even wahoowahoo
beach... then again baroque planning might once again become popular... the city is sprawling. brilliant observation... maybe it will sprawl to
nothingness... all we are is dust in the wind... popping a zit prematurely may scar your face... an open view to the west was important to mr.
jefferson... it hasn’t been important to anyone influential for quite some time... jefferson’s revenge: he never really cared for the city anyway... of
course, he probably enjoyed himself in paris... currently still good porno on the web. safer... cities were never very safe... there is a bridge in a big
city in southwest virginia - i.e., roanoke - connecting and unifying the city. nobody really uses it...when you use an element to reunify a complex
process that no longer functions efficiently within a unified framework, it is as if you are attempting to erase what it will become, as i fit were a past
which never should have happened... we are all afraid of something, i suppose... me too... why not erase the barriers that prevent a city from
becoming what it will... oh, how becoming... can architecture be liberating... if the forces influencing have not already determined the city’s fate
-’witness hellfire and abomination, my brothers’- why not work on changing these forces... or should architecture be tiny plastic roadblock stop-
ping an eighteen wheeler full of ideology and no brakes... while money increasingly assumes a mystical quality in our culture, it becomes
increasingly less tangible, less physical... the gold standard is long gone. a pocket full of cash is valued mainly from an idea of value; really fairly
worthless... our culture increasingly defines its mores, values, activities on the pursuit of and relationship with monetary value. is worthlessness our
most worthy virtue... does the (increasing lack of) physicality of value offer any insight into the physicality of the city... can the idea of city only the idea of city only
assume importance when it is mystified... assume importance when it is mystified... THEN THE CITIES WE WOULDN’T REALLY HAVE WOULD BE VERY IMPORTANT...the renaissance of urban-
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This project involves an investigation of the

thesis through the specific medium of architecture; in

this sense the project serves as a vehicle for explora-

tion,  and not as a representational manifestation.  While

certain aspects of the thesis find their direct expres-

sion in architectonic form, in many ways the thesis

presents a potential means for enframing our under-

standing of architecture, more so than presenting a

methodology of design or an idealization of specific

architectural concerns. Some ideas are just not so eas-

ily translatable, nor are they intended to be; ideas can

inform our architecture without predetermining our

designs.
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The site of this design investigation is located in Fairfax County, Virginia.  Aside from the Nineteenth century cosmo-

politan charm of Alexandria’s old city center, the predominant urban order of Fairfax County undeniably embodies, if not de-

fines, the conditions specific to an edge city environment.  Much more important than the precedents set by Philip Johnson’s

Tycon Tower building in this county were the actions of Til Hazel, a prominent attorney and developer.  Throughout the 1970’s

and 1980’s, Hazel’s legal maneuvering around zoning restrictions and planning policies set precedents that were subsequently

utilized by lawyers, developers, and investors around the nation.69  The county has only 2 distinct major cities, Fairfax City and

Alexandria, each with populations of 20,000 and 116,400, respectively.  However, with a total county population of over 864,000

(compared to Washington DC’s population of 609,000) , the county has eight distinct “edge” cities within its boundaries; the

distinctions arise from name only, as none of these edge cities have any recognizable political or geographical boundaries.  The

very same conditions defining the order of these edge cities in fact parallels the development between these cities as well.  The

edge city of Tyson’s Corner in Fairfax County has the largest concentration of population anywhere between Washington, DC.

and Atlanta, Georgia; yet aside from highway and retail signs indicating its vicinity, its presence is completely indistinguishable

from the surrounding development.  The vast majority of land in Fairfax County is indeed just as Rem Koolhaas has described,

a low density, seemingly random configuration of buildings, roads, and nature - a carpet of manicured vegetation and asphalt

onto which the elements of the city are non-hierarchically deposited.

Metropolitan Washington today is not only one of the ten largest urban areas in America - in the late
1980’s, it was one of the fastest-growing white-collar job markets in North America and Europe for four years in
a row.  Its private-enterprise, high-information, high-education, post-Industrial Revolution economy made it a
model of what American urban areas would be in the twenty-first century.  Its growth, of course, was marked by
this strange new edge city form, not by the old way of L’Enfant.  As a result, it became an archetype for every
city world wide that was growing.68

“F A I R F A X   C O U N T Y,   V I R G I N I A”
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This building was designed to be utilized as the Baptist Student Union student center for George

Mason University.  The program requirements involved:

Multipurpose meeting room
normally accommodating 40 to 60 students, but up to 80
occasional musical performances, guest speakers, dances
frequent dining
occasional sleeping for up to 25 people

Lounge
informal gathering, games, television
occasional sleeping for up to 25 people

Information desk
proximal to front entrance

Campus minister’s and intern offices
desks, copying machines, computer stations, storage

Interior storage
proximal to multipurpose room
accommodate storage of tables and sound system equipment

2 to 4 class/meeting rooms
accommodate both instruction and conference settings

Kitchen
food preparation facilities and storage
accommodate meal preparation involving up to 80 people

Showering  facilities

Handicap accessibility

Parking

While the functional requirements are very specific, architecturally the program can best be un-

derstood as a series of large rooms and small rooms which relate to each other and to the site as a whole.

The requirements offered the excuse to make an architecture whose totality cannot be reduced to these

requirements alone.  The intention of the design was to respond to the specific requirements needed for a

student center by designing a building that could generally accommodate a multiplicity of functions.  Just

as Bernard Tschumi suggested in Architecture and Disjunction, it is perhaps more appropriate to conceive

of program in terms of potential rather than through predetermination.  This distinction does not favor a

functionless architecture - if there ever could be such a thing - but a polyvalent architecture, one that is

meaningful and viable for many functions.

“P R O G R A M”
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The order of the edge city environment, when analyzed in terms of an inclusive urban

morphology, develops in a manner that is more paradoxical than comprehensive.  The expression

of axis mundi - the city center - depends upon both a coherent urban form and architectural articu-

lation for realization.  In the edge city environment, the condition of axis mundi is noticeably

absent at the urban scale and deliberately articulated at the scale of the individual building.  Edge

city is thus structured as a sea of infinite centers, conversely rendering the city centerless.

In this design investigation, the building was not routinely  designed as an exclusive

center, but as a deliberate interaction with the myriad conditions that confront and influence the

site, specifically those conditions dealing with local and regional urban context, iconography, and

geography.  Not merely an attempt to “subvert the dominant paradigm,” the purpose of this ap-

proach was to establish an inclusive context that simultaneously undermines, reveals, and mirrors

the previously exiting exclusive arrangement.  Just as in collage, the relation between inclusivity

and exclusivity is structured dialectically, so that a meaningful totality might emerge, a totality

extending beyond the walls of the building itself.  The intent is not to reductively define this

whole, but rather convey the potential which arises from the synthetic act; thus the design validly

operates as center and centerless, more complexly relating to its context by offering multiple

levels of interpretation.

The design integrates though juxtaposition the distinct and myriad conditions which have

and continue to influence urban development patterns within the area.  The architecture of the

building is comprised of four separate structural systems - HVAC/service cores, masonry walls,

steel-frame walls, and a columnar grid - each relating to a discernible urban condition.  The com-

plexity of the spatial arrangements and significant tectonic aspects arise from the careful ordering

of these systems; explicit geometric alignment between individual systems was deliberately avoided

“I N V E R T I N G   T H E   P A R A D O X...”
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in such a way as to imply a more inclusive geometric order.

Within the general vicinity there exists a mixture of business,

retail, and residential buildings, but the university campus has been the

dominant factor in the implementation of development policies over

the last several years.  The original buildings of the university were

organized along a grid system that extended across the campus.  The

service core stacks are likewise organized along this grid, an orienta-

tion manifested both in plan and perspectively (p.52).

With increased university expansion, both campus buildings

and some surrounding (privately-owned) support services buildings were

increasingly arranged to an order relating periphery to center, with the

buildings establishing a connection to the university center through their

tangential and perpendicular orientation.  In the design, both the central

meeting space and the ground-level facade wall are similarly oriented

(p.53).  The proper positioning of the building on the site allowed for

this facade wall to simultaneously establish a parallel relationship to

the existing street.  This street defines the Eastern boundary of the cam-

pus; both institutional and residential buildings on this street are ori-

ented in this manner.

The perimeter walls of the design are oriented to define the

cardinal points; while this orientation might only be explicitly obvious

to those looking at maps, plans, or surveying the site from an airplane

or on the back of a pterodactyl, this placement does allow for greater

control over natural daylighting (p.54).

The columnar grid is at one level self-referential - as such it is

a specifically localized condition; at another level the orientation of the

grid is both aligned with the center of the university an parallel to the

street. Were subsequent additions or development of the site to ensue,

the grid could easily be extended (p.55).
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The juxtapositioning of the columnar grid to

the other structural systems allows for a variety of spa-

tial territories to emerge within the context of one space.

The spatial order accommodates configurations that are

both one space and many spaces.  This allows for not

only a multiplicity of functions over time, but for a

simultaneity of functions - both formal and incidental

- as well.  Smaller, more intimate spaces are separated

from, yet connected to the larger spaces which they

form.  Depending upon context, these spatial territo-

ries can serve as ends in themselves or as intermediary

and circulatory spaces, thus increasing the complexity

of spatial sequencing and enhancing progression.  The

same configurations allow for multiple spatial progres-

sions, each enframed within perceivable yet ambigu-

ous conditions - differing significantly from the mul-

tiple progressions made possible with an open plan due

only to undifferentiation and inarticulation.

The columnar grid relates to the threshold con-

ditions within the building - door, stair, entry - in such

a way as to reinforce their presence both spatially and

structurally.  The denotative elements of these thresh-

olds (the actual door frame, stairwell, or entrance) are

but one aspect of a greater sequence of events

enframing each condition.

“T H E   F I N A L   F R O N T I E R...”
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With users, functions, and environments changing so rapidly, it is  almost inevitable that certain iconographic elements are so

frequently utilized to provide an image of stability and security.  While the powerful associations these elements evoke are an integral

aspect of understanding the architectural object, their noncritical use must be questioned.  All too often, the contradictions the use of

the elements signify arise not from intentional articulation, but from economic concerns and clientele desires for specific image

content.  Traditional iconography be utilized in a contemporary context in such a way as to not only evoke conventional associations,

but to simultaneously reveal the ambiguity in a greater cultural context - and assume a relationship to this context that is relevant at

multiple levels of interpretation.

In the design proposal, the windows were articulated to function ambiguously as scale elements, visually making the build-

ing both large and small.  For architecture to successfully mediate between the individual and the environment, it inevitably must

mediate at many scales of experience.  In a mixed-use area of development, it was necessary to establish a relationship with both the

institutional and residential scales, as well as with the scale of the pedestrian and the automobile.  The ratio of window to wall area is

approximate with residential construction; conventional associations of window size to window form were manipulated so as to scale

the building to its residential context.  The actual size of the windows - nominally six feet by six feet - reveal that the building is much

larger; from the interior, the windows are not experienced as windows so much as an absence of wall.  The arrangement of the

windows further expresses this condition of absence as it is typically articulated in orthodox “modern” architecture - as horizontal

and vertical glazing separating structure from infill.

In a likewise manner, the roof deliberately relates to the iconography of the gabled-roof form, the predominant roof form in

this area (utilized in both institutions) and residential construction). The material articulation of the roof, however, is undifferentiated

from the steel-frame walls, obscuring the conventional distinction between roof and wall.  In relation to the masonry walls, the steel-

frame walls and roof contrast those conditions of solidity and permanence so commonly associated with masonry; the roof simulta-

neously implies conditions contradicting the very associations which the roof iconographically conveys.

In the end, architects might have to adore windows as elements that create and modulate light inside and are

perhaps the single most important architectural element signifying historically the quality and character of a style.70

“A   R O O M   W I T H   A   V I E W...”
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Understanding the detail as a unit of signifi-

cation offers a more inclusive means of understanding

the architecture as a whole; as a significative element,

the detail can represent conditions beyond its specific

manifestation.  The connection between masonry wall

and entrance glazing panels was designed to elicit a

multiplicity of associations, depending upon experi-

ential context.  The relationship between wall and win-

dow changes as an observer’s viewpoint changes; at

one moment the wall enframes the window, at another

moment the wall literally absorbs the glass; eventu-

ally the window is revealed to actually cut through the

wall.  The material and constructive associations that

are conventionally expressed between wall and win-

dow are simultaneously represented and undermined;

in this sense the resolution of the joint involves the

revelation of ambiguity.

The joint is the minimal unit of signification.23
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...and we laughed
for awhile,

even though the
wine was gone.

After she  left
I could have gone

anywhere,
but instead I went
the other way...

V I T A
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5-11-68 Born

8-14-82 Fell in love for the first time




